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position at court and in the administration dates, if one is to
believe Ibn as-Sairafi, from the following incident.1
A Jewish acquaintance of Yacqiib b. KiTlis informed him
that a sum of 20.000 dinars lay buried on the premises of
Ibn Baladi (b, Bekr), a merchant of ar-Ramla. According to
Islamic law the estate of a person who dies without relatives
belongs to the state. Ya'qub b. Killis wrote to Kafur about
the buried treasure and offered- with his knowledge of the
place, to find and bring it. Kaffir gave his approval and
provided mules for the transport of the money. Just at this
time news came of the death of the merchant Bukir b. Aaron,
whose estate Ya'qub b. Tvillia was likewise commissioned to
investigate ; also of the death of a Jew of al-Parma, who
possessed large supplies of cord. On investigating the latter
he found it to be worth 20,000 dinars, which he promptly
realized. Then he proceeded to ar-Hamla. The search in
the dwelling of Ibn Baladi brought not 20,000 but 30,000
dinars to light, whereupon he wrote Kafur : " O Ustadh, I
knew only of 20,000 dinars; now I have found 30,000 " ;
and Kaffir's confidence in >n'rn was greatly strengthened.
An investigation of Ibn Aaron's effects likewise yielded
a rich monetary harvest, which again confirmed him in
Kafur^s favour. Kafur sent him a large share of the money, but
Yacqub returned all but 1,000 dinars, saying, " That is enough
for me/? This act was also highly commended by Kafur.2
The result was that Kafur conceived such a high regard for frfm
that he used to ask his advice in all his economic and political
affairs. A man who acted as permanent advisor to the
head of the state must have done so in some official capacity.
The sources, however, seem to be at variance with each other
regarding its nature. Ibn as-Sairafi x has " Comptroller of the
Diwan for Syria and Egypt ", which he was left to administer
as he saw fit. Ibn Khallikan, on the other hand, places hym
in charge of the " Diwan al-Khass ".2 In any case, the office
1 Ibn aS'Sairajl, p. 94.	a Ibn Khallikan, ii, 441.

